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In this paper static modules and stable Clifford theory are used to obtain a 
necessary and sufftcient condition for rings to be Morita similar. Simultaneously, 
some equivalences of module categories are also derived. % 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Theorems 4.9 and 5.5 of [6] are extensions of Cline’s [2] and Dade’s 
[4] works on “stable Clifford theory,” in which the main results of [2] 
and [4] are established in a pure-ring-theoretic setting. In particular, 
in Theorem 4.9 of [6], equivalence of the full additive subcategories 
MOD(SJ rest. a,,) and MOD(& rest. 9,“) (defined below), of MOD-LB 
and MOD-&, respectively, is proved, where ol and &? are rings with 
identity and are connected by an identity preserving ring homomorphism 
p: I% + B, A is a fixed right a-module, LS and Q are the endomorphism 
rings of A and (A%! On B), respectively, and (A Ocr B) is assumed to be 
A-static as a right a-module. 
In the present paper our aim is to prove that if a, B’, A, 9, and d are 
as above, and if a and 9 are Morita similar rings, then L?+? and 8 are also 
Morita similar rings. If the identity preserving ring homomorphism 
p: a + S? is injective, then ol and 9 are Morita similar rings if and only 
if @ and d are Morita similar rings. These are immediate consequences of 
Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, presented below. 
In the sequel we will work in the category of right .G?-modules, where L% 
is a ring. Each ring S? is equipped with a multiplicative identity and all 
modules are considered to be unital. MOD-B means the category of all 
right B-modules. For any right W-module N, N* stands for the dual 
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module, Horn&N, 9), of JV, which is a left .@- and right End,(N)- 
bimodule. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let CX and 93 be rings with identities 1, and lJ, respectively. Let p be 
an identity preserving ring homomorphism from a to B by which !3 may 
be considered as an (a, 9#)-bimodule and one may use it to define both the 
induction functor 
from MOD-G2 to MOD-39 and the restriction functor 
from MOD-93 to MOD-a. 
Let JZ be a fixed right GGmodule. Denote by 9 and & the rings of 
endomorphisms End,(&) and End,(&! On $8) respectively. Of course, 
there is an identity preserving ring homomorphism 
determined by the formula 
C4@l(mC3b)=Wn)@ b (2.1) 
for all bEB, mEA, and 6~9. 
As usual, we denote by MOD-a,, the category of d-static right 
65modules, which is the full additive subcategory of MOD-a of all those 
objects ^ Y- which remain invariant under the composition of Horn and ten- 
sor functors in the natural way, i.e., 
via the map 
(2.2a) 
f@m++f(m), (2.2b) 
for all m E J%’ and fe Hom,(k’, V). 
Also, denote by MOD-Q&, the full additive subcategory of MOD-9 of 
all those objects W which remain invariant under the composition of Horn 
and tensor functors in the other direction, i.e., 
W z Hom,(&, TN”@, JZ), (2.2c) 
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via the map 
w Hf,:f,(m) = w Q m, (2.2d) 
for all WE%‘” and mEA. 
Recall that MOD(W rest. a,) and MOD(6 rest. 9.“) are full additive 
subcategories of MOD-g and MOD-&‘, respectively, such that: 
(2.3a) The objects of MOD(L@ rest. a,,) are those right &?-modules V, 
for which V 1 (A is an object of MOD-a., . 
(2.3b) The objects of MOD(& rest. 9”) are those right &-modules W, 
for which W ( 9 is an object of MOD-g&. 
With the assumption that (A@, g) is an object of the subcategory, 
MOD(B rest. aA), Propositions 4.6 and 4.8 of [6] state that these 
two subcategories are identical to the full additive subcategories, 
MoD-~(m, 9) and MOD-&‘,N@O”“‘, of MOD-B and MOD-Q, respec- 
tively. 
Thus Theorem 4.9 of [6] can be restated as 
(2.4) The restrictions of the additive functors Horn&A’@, 93, (.)) and 
(.) GO (A Oa 93) form an equivalence of the full additive subcategories 
MOD-La (A @a a) and MOD-CF’~@~~) of MOD-@ and MOD-b, respec- 
tively. 
Recall from [ 1 ] and [S] that, if ,G%! and Y are rings and E and Y are 
(Y, W) and (W, Y)-bimodules, respectively, then the set 
<B, Y>%, y’> 
is said to satisfy Morita-I if the bimodule homomorphisms 
[) ]:XQo,Y+Yy; XQYH cx, Yl 
< , ):YQLYX+R YQXH (Y, x> 
(2.5a) 
(2.5b) 
determined by [x, y]x = x( y, x’) and y’[x, y] = (y’, x) y for all 
x, x’ E % and y, y’ E Y are isomorphisms (equivalently, surjections). 
B and 9 are called Morita similar rings if the set 
satisfies Morita-I for any pair of bimodules !Z and Y. 
B and Y are Morita similar rings if and only if MOD-%? z MOD-Y 
(equivalently, W-MOD z Y-MOD) (see [S, Morita-II, p. 1781). 
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3. MAIN RESULTS 
As was mentioned before our aim is to prove that: 
(3.1) If UL and 9 are Morita similar rings, then L4? and & are also Morita 
similar rings. 
(3.2) In the case where p: ol + 8 is an embedding, then r% and 99 are 
Morita similar rings zf and only zf S8 and 8 are Morita similar rings. 
These can immediately be observed from the following theorems and the 
definition of Morita similarity. 
THEOREM 3.3. If (6 9, A, At* > satisfies Morita-I, then 
(g, 6, AQ, B, (~4’8, W)*) also satisfies Morita-I. 
THEOREM 3.4. If 6X is embedded in 9#, then (a, 9, A, AC*) satisfies 
Morita-I if and only if (g, 8, A 0, 98, (A 0, 99)*) satisfies Morita-I. 
We need following lemma to prove both theorems. 
LEMMA 3.5. If 19 is an object of MOD-a,, then 
(3.5a) 
is a right &-module isomorphism determined by the formula 
where m* E A*, mi, nl E A, and bi, C,E 99, and C:=, nj@ cl is the image of 
cf= I mi@ b, under the endomorphism f E 8. 
Proof: If a is A-static, as a regular right d/l-module, then .,@* is a 
projective right g-module of finite type [7, Lemma 3.43. Then we have the 
following sequence of right &‘-module isomorphisms: 
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The first right g-module isomorphism of the above sequence is due to the 
fact that A!* is a projective right $&module of finite type (see [3, p. 331 for 
a similar statement and its proof). The second isomorphism is by 
associativity, the third is again by [3, p. 333, and the fourth is the natural 
one. These right &-module isomorphisms can be determined by the calcula- 
tions 
Hm*Q 2 (njQc,) 
,=I 
++ C [(m*Qnj)QCj] 
j= 1 
++ 1 [Cm*, nj)QCj] 
j= 1 
I--+ c [cm*, n,) CJ, /=I 
where m*, mi, n,, bi, cj, and f are as given in the hypothesis of the 
lemma. The required isomorphism, cp, is the composition of above 
isomorphisms. 1 
Now we prove the theorems. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let the set (a, 9, A’, .A?*) satisfy Morita-I. 
Consider the Morita context 
(3.3a) 
We verify that (3.3a) satisfies Morita-I, i.e., 
and 
(~Q~~w*Q~ (do, B)=@, (3.3c) 
via the isomorphisms as defined in (2.5). 
By our assumption, a, as a regular right a-module, is &‘-static [7, 
Theorem 3.61. So from Lemma 3.5, by associativity, by the definition of 
Morita-I (2.5), and by the natural isomorphisms 99@, A?‘* =A?‘* and 
9 0, 8 2 &, we get the sequence of right &-module isomorphisms 
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Hence (3.3b) holds. Similar arguments can be used to prove (3.3~). 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. The first part is already proved in Theorem 3.3. 
For the remaining part assume that the set 
satisfies Morita-I. Then GJ’, as a regular right a-module, is (JZO, ?8)- 
static [7, Theorem 3.61. But then g In, as a right a-module, is A-static 
[6, Proposition 4.6 and Theorem 4.91. If p: d + g’, is an injection, then 
g 1 cx E a, i.e., a is A-static. 
Again, from [7, Theorem 3.61, 6, as a right &-module, is (J& On g)*- 
static. Then from Lemma 3.5, d is (J?‘* Oa &)-static. This and [6, Proposi- 
tion 4.6 and Theorem 4.91 imply that & lg, as a right g-module, is 
&*-static. But U: 9 -+ 8’ is the natural embedding determined by the 
formula (2.1), namely, 
o(6)(mQ l..)=&m)Q I,,. 
So 6 1 g z 9. This plainly implies that 9 is A*-static. The rest follows from 
[7, Theorem 3.61. 1 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let 6X be A-static and 9 be A*-static. If Ol is 
embedded in B, then 
Proof: If I% and 9 are as above, then (a, 9, J#, A* ) satisfies 
Morita-I [7, Theorem 3.61. Then from any of the above theorems, the set 
(B’, &, &‘a, %?, (A 0, .%)*) satisfies Morita-I, and as we saw in the 
proof of Theorem 3.4, .?8 is (A@, a))-static and 8 is (~%‘a, g)*-static. 
But [6, Theorem 4.91 and [7, Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.21 give the 
equivalence 
and hence Lemma 3.5 gives the desired equivalence. 1 
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From above results and from [6, Theorems 2.5 and 4.91 and [7, 
Corollary 4.31 we conclude that: 
COROLLARY 3.7. Considering the above notation: 
(1) If rings Gl and g are connected by an identity preserving ring 
homomorphism and if MOD-a z MOD-B via the functors Hom,(A, (.)) 
and ( .) 0, AT’, then MOD-B z MOD-I via the induced functors 
Hom,(dO, % (.)I and (.)O, (4 0, z%). 
(2) In the case where 6l is embedded in ~49, MOD-a z MOD-9 ifand 
only if MOD-S? z MOD-Q via the functors as mentioned above. 
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